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!Niiioiarship funds exhausie(i
for spring semester
by Pete Weigel
John Madigan. director of Student Aid at
LIMO. said Wednesday that students
applying for financial aid for the spring
semester should not expect a scholarship.
Scholarships already awarded to students
ss ill not be affected, he added.
Madigan explained that each year the
financial aid office awards more money in

Ruckelshaus
cancels visit

Former Deputy Attorney Lteneral
William D. Ruckelshaus, fired by President
Nixon in October for refusing to dismiss
Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald
Cox, has cancelled a scheduled Distinguished Lecture Series speech at UMO.
: Ruckelshaus % as scheduled to speak at
'
Cis mnasium at 8 p.m. on Dec.
i Memorial
•
According to DLS Chairman Jeffrey
Hollingsworth. the lecture agency handling
Ruckelshaus* public appearances cancelled
his Dec. 12 Yisit, attempting to reschedule
it for Dec. 11. Ruckelshaus apparently
cancelled because of personal business in
.Indianapolis. Ind.. his hometown. Hollingsworth. after attempts to rearrange
1
- Ruckelshaus' visit, cancelled the lecture
w hen flight scheduling problems arose.
Hollingsworth said the DLS committee
. v. ill attempt to schedule the former deputy
Attorney general for a lecture early next
semester.

1
1

scholarships than is available, anticipating
that a certain percentage of students
receiving the awards will enroll elsewhere.
leave during the school year, or accept aid
from other sources. The university then
can reclaim the funds allotted to those
students and award them to other needy
applicants. usually as scholarships in the
spring.
This year. however, original predictions
were too accurate. with a lower rate of
turnoser and reliance on other sources than
expected. Consequently. according to
Madigan. there will be no surplus to
pros ide for new scholarships.
"It's a problem of resource management." Madigan said, similar to the
admissions office accepting more applicants than eyentuallY enroll. "You try to
help as many people as possible.
equtsalent to their need, knowing in
adyance that some v.ill not show up or that
others will base since reduced their need.
You anticipate according to your best
judgment." In other years. Madivan
added, it was apparent that there would be
money left for the second semester.
The Student Aid Office last fall granted
goo students scholarships totalling
S301.000,
Madigan stressed that all uniYersity
scholarships already awarded will be
honored, esen if a deficit results. "My
office will take care of an% commitments
made to a student.'' he assured. "There
may he a small deficit, which can he made
up in other ways. Unfortunately, many
people are frightened w heneYer the word
'deficit' comes up."
Madigan admitted proposals hase been
made to set aside an allottment for spring
scholarships but maintained that there is
not enough total funds for such a program.
He said the matter involves a choice
between granting a student complete or
partial scholarship assistance.
"What do you say to a needy student?"
Madigan asked. "I know how much money
sou need, but I'm sorry I can't let you have
it because rill sasing it for someone else in
the spring semester'!"
As an alternatise to university.
scholarships. Madigan suggested that
students seeking financial aid for the
spring inquire about Basic Opportunity
Grants, a new federally -supported
program. Such grants are not loans and
repayment is not required. Madigan said
that already this year 230 students have
receised about SO0.000 under this program.
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.mpeach President Nixon. Demonstrators
distributed leaflets to Christmas shoppers
who they termed very responsive to tht
groups aims.
'Davis photo'

members of the university
community walked from Webster Park.
Orono to the Federal Building in Bangor as
an exprey yaws of the growing sentiment to

Semester break vacation
extended to cut fuel use
by Ginny Worthington
In a dramatic move to cut energy.
consumption at U.M.0.. semester break
has been extended until January. 21. The
action resulted from the UM Board of
Trustees' directive that all seven campuses
of the Super-U. extend one winter vacation
bs at least one week.
The Board's directive on Nos. 28. came
in response to a speech by Gov. Kenneth
M. Curtis on Nov. 2-. in which he asked all
educational institutions to cut their energy
tiae by 20 per cent.
UMO President Howard R. Neville said
Tuesday the desired cutback is well within
reach. "With the week extension, the
continuance of our energy savings
program, and if there isn't any- prolonged
difficult weather, we believe we can meet
the cutback."
Ube decision to extend sacation was
made last Thursday afternoon as President
Neville met with yarious campus and
student representatives. The schedule
change effects only the start and close of
next semester (Jan. 21 and Mav 25).
Neyille explained. **After discussing it,

I'Energy conservation campaign proves
•h Jack Frost nipping at our noses,
by Barbara Manuel
and old man w inter's toot in the door, it
looks as II the familiar Is rue "roasting to !lye with a little lcss this w inter a little
chestnuts oyer an open fire" v. dl he more less speeding. a little less driving, a little
than just a pleasant image this winter with less light and a little less warmth. And it
the rising energy crisis.
seems students. faculty., and adminiAmericans es eryw here are going to have strators at UMO are doing just that.
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-1.he campus has been able to reduce its
.is crawe daily consumption of electricity hY
2- per cent by qringently curtailing the use
•it electrical energy.. said Parker O.
Cushman. director of the phc.sieal plant.
Cushman said figures compiled by his
department showed that there was a
reduction of 2- per cent in the average
dails use of electric al energy during the
last two weeks in Nosember. as compared
with the previous two weeks and a similiar
two-week period last year. He said the
comparison was particularly significant.
since there were fewer daylight hours
during the last two weeks in the month
than in the first two.
The sasing in electricity was the result,
Cushman said, of cooperation by students,
faculty, and other employees who base
been turning out lights, reducing the use of
electricity for sarious pieces of equipment
and helping in a number of other ways to
save power.
Donna Hitchens, assistant director of
Residential Life. said her department has
sent out memos asking the dorms to do
everything possible to conserve energy.
Turning thermostats down to NI degrees
and maintaining them at that temperature.
keeping all doors and windows shut when
possible. shutting off half of the corridor
lights and locking all doors except the main
entrance arc some of the steps for
conserving heat and electricity that
Residential Life has requested.

this seemes to he the least disrupting plan
that would save a considerable amount of
energy ...We looked at all the alternatives
and this seemed to be the best."
Nes ille offered no concrete reasons why
this proposal was chosen over another
proposal to extend February vacation. g
According to Neville, definite plans for
energy cutbacks during the vacation period 4
itself have not yet been made. "Probably
by the middle of next week we will have
some plans...we're in the process of
finding out alternatives."
Some suggestions have been made to
turn temperatures down to 55 degrees in
the vacated dorms and classrooms.
Another proposal is to remove all water
from pipes. etc.. in certain buildings and
not heat those structures at all. Still
another idea is to pool some of the
actisities and personnel in offices still
operating mei- the vacation.
Ney ilk contends that it all boils down to
one big problem -- that there is no
indisidual thermostat control for the
yarious buildings. "like many other
campuses. our campus was not designed
for this kind of an emergencs .••

successful

"Wt. has e received tremendous
results.*' said Hitchens. "not only from the
students but also from the maids and
janitors, She added all thermostats will be
turned down to 58 degrees, or as low as
possible without causing pipes to freere
during Christman sacatitm.
Hiram 't Gerrish, superintendant of the
buildings and trades division of physical
plant sersices. agrees with Hitchens and
Cushman that campus energy usage is
being cut back.
Records covering the past few years
show UMO "has been growing at a rate of
about fist, per cent a year in the use of
electricits. because of new equipment and
more students." said Gerrish. A definite
reduction in the use of electricity is
apparent. "We are sasing electricity in
that our usual five per cent increase per
year has not vet happened this year," he
added.
The building and trades division is. he
said, ••yery• conscious of electrical energy
and wavs to conserve it." Gerrish said
building and trades personnel have been
acting as ads isors and suggesting ways to
conserve electricity.
Gerrish said the unisersity, including
dorms, dining halls, classrooms administration buildings. and University Park.
used 22,775.751 kilowatt hours of
electricity in the last fiscal year (July,
1972-July. 1973.)
• ENERGY • see page 9
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Student Senate president lists conservation steps
by Tom Sinclair
Student Senate President Tim Keating
1uesday outlined several measures being
taken by the university to help students
with problems created by developments of
the energy crisis.
Keating said dormitories will reopen for
the second semester at noon Saturday
tJan. 19) rather than Sunday so students
will not have to drive on Sunday. when gas
stations will be closed. He did not know
whether cafeterias will also be open
Saturday, but said that because of
budgetary reasons they may not.
The final exam schedule for the spring
semester, he said, will be flexible for
students in "extenuating circumstances"
whose plans have been hampered by the
one-week calendar extension. Finals
-11

As a third measure. Keating said UMO
President Howard Neville has assured him
that his office will send letters explaining
reasons for the calendar change to
employers for which students might have
planned to begin work during finals week.
Keating said President Neville and other

RESEARCH
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NAT'L RESEARCH BANK
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delivery
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•

meet weekly instead ot eyerv two weeks,
hoping to cut down on the length of
sessions by meeting more frequently.
Recent sessions haye lasted as long as
three hours.
Objections to the change were raised by.
sonic- off-campus senators, who claimed
they may. have difficulty getting to the
meeting or finding substitutes, partly
because of gas rationing.
The Senate also empowered the Fair
Elections Practices Committee to investigate the feasibility of several Senate
election reform proposals, including a $100
ceiling on expenditures of presidential and
vice presidential candidates and mandatory reports of all campaign expenditures.
Because of space shortage. the Campus
has not printed "What's On-.for the past
two issues. The editors decided to use the
Space mei malls allotted to the events
column pir other stories considered
important to the readers. We apologize.for
any irritation to readers because of the'
decision. "What's On return to its
usual spot next week. -- Managing Ed.
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TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVE TO BE ON CAMPUS
for the

CANARY ISLAND TRIP
APRIL VACATION

administrators decided on the actions
"because they realize the calendar change
raises problems for some students." He
added the administration "is doing what it
can" to help students with problems.
A compromise has been worked out with
John J. Blake. vice president for finance
and administration, on student organization use of university motor pool vehicles.
said Keating. Organizations desiring use of
a vehicle must send their requests to the
Senate for approval. The requests then will
go to Blake for approyal.
Earlier. Blake had denied a requst h the
Distinguished Lecture Series tDLS) for
occaisional use of a vehicle to take visiting
lecturers to and from Bangor International
Airport. Blake claimed that granting use of
a car to DLS would lead to a flood of
requests from similar organizations.
Despite the compromise. Keating
encouraged students to use their own cars
for organizational activities wheneyer
possible.
At its last meeting of the semester
Tuesday, the Student Senate overwhelmingly approyed a proposal that it

originally were scheduled for May 13-18.
but due to the extended Christmas break
they are rescheduled for M3% 20-25.
Keating explained flexibility is necessary for some students who already have
made arrangements to get married and
others who plan to begin employment
during what is now finals week.
"This doesn't mean that 90 per cent of
the student body will he able to get their
finals changed," he said. "It will have to
be for something serious."

MARCH 31-APRIL 7

MEETING
DEC. 12th
TOTAIAN ROOM

3:00 PM
MEMORIAL UNION

FOR THOSE WHO SIGNED UP OR ANYONE
INTERESTED IN SPENDING APRIL VACATION IN
THE CANARY ISLANDS.
Price of trip includes Round Trip Jet
Fare. Hotel, Breakfast. Party. Sightseeing
Tour. and More.
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Hilltop card -lock system cheaper than nightwatchmen
by Debbie Sline
A new card-I45:k se stem designed to
pro% ale complete securite at low cost has
been installed by Residential Life on a trial
basis in the Hilltop Complex. The
electronic system w hie h operates door
locks 1.1..ben a plastic card is inserted.
replaees the nights% atchman in each
dormitore . leaving a single roe ing security
guard to patrol the premise,.
II.Ross Moriarty. director of Residential
life. described the purpose of the trial
system as two-fold. Although the primary.
goal is cost reduction, the development of a
security. system which can be installed in
all dorms is being considered, he said.
The card security system, if successful.
can be extended to provide security for
men's dorms. Presently, men's dorms
have no security provisions other than
locked doors.
The reduction in security costs as a
result was stressed by Moriarty. He
estimated last year's security cost was
S12.000. and to expand the guard security
system to men's dorms would increase this
figure by $100,000.
How ever. the card security system will
pay equipment and installation costs by
May. 19'4 through savings in labor, he
said. The three nightwatchmen who
worked in Knox. Oxford. and Somerset are
being moved to other security jobs on
campus.
I he move to install an electronic security.

system was initiated see ctal years ago. by
students. This security system is presently
being tested as part of an effort'to provide
good security. for more halls for less
111011C V.•• said Moriarty.
The system was selected by the Housing
Committee. which rejected a se stem
equipped xx ith elaborate television devices
as too suggestive of extensive sure eillance
of students.
Operation of the seeurite se stem is quite
simple. Each student has a sceurite card
which is scanned electronically when
inserted into a box in the dorm entry. With
the card in the box, the student presses
buttons representing the entrance code
assigned to the residence hall. This
procedure. requiring both a security card
and knowledge of the numeric code.
unlocks the door. The system operates
between II p.m. and 7 a.m.
For emergencies. a telephone has been
installed at each entrance. All telephone
calls after II p.m. will go directly to the
appropriate floor, rather than the main
desk.
Moriarty explained Hilltop was chosen
for the trial because removing guards
there created the most savings. Hilltop is
the only complex which is completely coed
and had a security guard for each
dormitory.
The business manager at Hilltop. Mike
Butler. estimated savings for each building
would average about $2000 for the
remainder of the school year. Butler
remarked the lack of adverse comment

Pub approval dependent
on Neville recommendations
I he Board's initial approe al means
applications for liquor licenses can now be
made it the Pub proposal meets a series of
recommendations and ammendments
made by Pres. Needle.
-I-he original draft, submitted bv the Pub
Proposal Committee to Nee ilk% now
includes these amendments:

Howard R. Neville
The opening of a Pub on campus may. be
only several weeks away according to Pres.
Howard R. Neville. who said approval by.
the Board of Trustees is "perhaps the most
significant step yet."

"We are several weeks away from
opening onle under the best of
circu m st a net's,' Nex ilk added.

Coed assaulted early Friday
A UM coed became the second assault
victim of the semester early Friday
morning when she was jumped from
behind, forced to the ground and shaken
up by an unknown assailant.
The girl. who prefers not to be
identified. %as walking between the
Memoria! Union and South Stevens at 1:30
a.m. Friday when she was attacked and
forced down. .According to police, she
struggled free and fled. flagging down a
passing motorist who brought her to
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campus police headquarters. She NA as
treated for minor lacerations at thc Student
Health Center and released.
The first assault incident this semester
occured Sept. 23 v.hen a girl. v.alking
alone, vtas attacked on Schoodk Road b% a
lone assailant. She also escaped her
assailant.
Police ha‘e asked that girls cc alk in
groups or pairs cc hence er possible. and
staN in lighted areas on campus rather than
taking unlighted shortcuts.
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M.wriartv declared ''Se,-urit
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dour iru.k.s replar.es the use of night
CARD-LOCK system installed at Hilltop
complex is demonstrated by Debbie •e- security men at a considerable savings to
Brewer. a Somerset Hall resident. The
the unteenttY•
Ward Photo
system which uses plastic cards to operate

• presidential endorsement I nth upon
detailed eyplanatiim of the: financial plan
and pialu of Opel mum
• recommendation of two members,
appointed by the President. to each of the
three advisory committees:
• creation of a campus•wide advisor.,
committee on Pub opetations. with two
members selected be each of the three Pub
committees and three members appointed
by the President:
• a procedure that would allot
approximately 10 per cent of the gross
receipts to programming and construction
of academic-communite facilities.
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Oil Sets
Water Colors
Pastel Sets
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from students makes him optomistic about
the system's success.
Most students have commented
favorable on the new se stem. Somerset's
night watchman mentioned on his last
night 01 dutv he was hasicalle "neutral"
towards the. new system. He indicated.

• • • I•

Cut out this ad or any part of it and bring to
GOLD STAR for 25°- discount on all
professional dry cleaning services. This
offer good until Dec. 31, 1973.
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Editorials

An A is an A.,.is a B
Have you noticed the first class you attend.
your instructor confines his lecture to an
explanation of his grading and testing policies.
He doesn't spring the most exciting topic hell
discuss during the semester. In fact, you learn
more about how to obtain a grade from him
than what to expect from the course. It's
probably the most important class you will
attend. And for many students, the import of
that first encounter is all they carry away 16
weeks. 45 lectures and four exams later.
Confronted by the erosive effect the pressure
of grades have on their interest, students
quickly find themselves in the proverbial rut.
Grades become the overriding concern.
although not one student in a hundred will

distribution of A's and B's, it proposes to
manipulate the grading system— work that
currently merits an A may deserve only a B
under the new system. Even if the work
remains consistent, grades will drop. An A is
an A is a B!
The administration's rationale is boggling.
If too many A's and B's are being issued, a
dubious assumption. cynical manipulation of
the grading system does not even touch the
problem. Perhaps faculty members should
evaluate their own work and try to determine
why so many of their courses are guts. Why not
beef up the curiculum instead of penalizing
students for doing what they've been told
they're supposed to do. Why hold students

Bushwacked
on the homefront
Mike Brown. a 28-year old Vietnam veteran,
quit his studies at U MO,rented his Orono
home, his wife quit her job, and they bought a
new car. He did it with the guarantee of a $7500
per year job. Less than two weeks later, the job
promise suddenly dissolved and Brown was left
to seek legal recourse.
The most devastating fact, however, is
Brown's presumed employment was with the
American Legion! That's right, the folks
who've been urging employers to hire Vietnam
war veterans were accused by a former vet of
"unethical conduct.- Brown made the charge
because state American Legion Commander
Dominic Bruno offered him the job of legion
state service officer after a Nov. 13 interview
with Bruno and two other Legion officials, and
then withdrew the offer. Bruno buckled under
pressure from other legionnaires to hire a
60-year old former legion official for the same
job.
Although Bruno has described the affair as
"a misundertanding from the beginning,"
Brown had other thoughts on the subject. "This
is typical of the treatment they give Vietnam
veterans." he told Bangor Daily News reporter
John Day Monday. "and then they wonder why
Vietnam vets do not want to participate in
American Legion and VFW activities."
Clearly. the incident was more than a
misunderstanding. What Brown alleges is
probably true considering American Legion
leadership consists mainly of middle-aged to
ederly men who fought wars which were
considered patriotic and heroic, and were
romanticized by the American press. These
men most likely forced Bruno to "un-hire"
Brown so their 60-year old brother, who
obviously knows their kind of war, could accept
the full-time position.
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argue they reflect the quality or quantity of his
learning experience. The purpose of education
presumably is to widen horizons, however, a
student's concern for obtaining grades often
limits his concentration to the pursuit of them
which is a long way from saying he's learning
anything but the most pedantic material.
Grades should be reinforcers. not underminers
of education.
The arbitrary nature of grades is well
recognized by students and instructors alike.
Letter grade systems such as we have at UMO
are notoriously unreliable and data does not
support that equal achievement receives equal
grade—or even that a professor will grade a
paper twice with the same rank.
The suspicion which faculty members regard
ranks is demonstrated by a recent proposal to
crack down on grading methods in the College
of Education. In Education. only 11 students of
100 receive grades less than B. To rectify what
the administration consider'= a top-heavy
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responsible for faculty shortcomings?
Readjusting grades does not address the
problem. it merely covers it up.
Grade manipulation such as this does expose
the ranking system for what it really is—an
arbitrarily imposed rule to insure conformity
which can and is readily manipulated to exploit
students and reinforce the faculty's sense of
"professionalism."
There is a need to recognize students are
seriously pursuing their education goals. Their
patience with the inequities of the grading
system shows they are not easily deterred.
Abolishing the letter grade system and
replacing it with a pass-fail method would
remove a great stumbling block and end the
useless diversion of students and faculty
attention with the trivial and absurd. It might
even reduce anxiety to the point that students
could be recognized as junior colleagues in
education. which th.ev are.

Silence is golden
Students who are not cognizant of their rights
may cause themselves undue difficulties, warns
Sam Nesbitt who provides legal services to
students through the offices of Student
Government. If arrested, Nesbitt advises, no
one is required to make any statement to the
police without the benefit of legal council. In
case of arrest. he said, students should contact
their family lawyer or student government for
legal aid. Nesbitt made the statement Thursday
because he said some students have run afoul
of the law because they did not know their
rights.

Brown, however, is a new breed of vet. He
participated in a war which many Americans
considered immoral and risked his life for a
cause that was far from obvious. There was no
patriotic cheer for Brown, who suffered eight
operations and lost two-thirds of one kidney.
He. like many of his cohorts, limped home to a
nation partially hostile to returning vets,
partially appreciative, but mostly indifferent to
their plight. Only the POW's benefited from
America's concern with her fighting sons, and,
sadly, their return was bounced around like
basketballs at a round robin by an
administration hungry for favorable publicity.
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Brown's predicament is particularly
disgraceful because of the parties involved.
Realizing just that. the UMVETS are circulating a petition condemming the action.
emphasizing that the job discrimination against
Brown "originated in an organization which
purports to represent veterans.- The petition
will be forwarded to Second District Congress•
man William Cohen. Cohen also has been
asked to meet with the UMVETS about the
Brown incident and to discuss ways to prevent
similar occurences.
What resolution Cohen and the vets will
make is uncertain, but the facts will remain
unchanged. Brown has been treated shoddily
by a well known veterans group and should
have some compensation for the
embarrassment and the inconvenience he has
suffered. The best result may be adapting the
•'Lest we forget- slogan to include all Vietnam
veterans.

(

Letters to the editors are welcome. To be
published, letters must be received by The
Campus the Monday prior to publication.
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rLetters to the Editor
Women decry fraternity fiends' behavior
•

•

the editor:
%Vt. don't mind the toul
mouthed tratertuts tterld• of
Is vim 114ma titillating 011 seats
in front it lithe.1n1dren at
V,IfIlt-s. selling obsi. ern ties at eldet 15 55 OMC11 thrust. iii
trash at ats passing fraternits
rms. suit fltv, alltoilloblie• liii
to vault their hands. or C5 CU
•111,ish111:!. eat II 01 her to a pulp.
But 55 hen the\ obs(enels trs to
.it cost ss omen students
I'm posit totIMI..!
the!:
ha l • h5
5% Oh I.'hr letter %% ord., a nd
threatening them %s hell cmphatkall% rciested. sse think it is
tune to enter our ..unplaint.
It all happened last Sunda\
mein to‘. 2S1 at a !oval
Orono bar . W "err all crew\ ing
.1ur (links Lv hen a particular
Kappa Sig. laden ss ith alcohol.
frothing it the mouth, started
hasseling a female member of
out group in front of his
•'brothers'
Flu obscencls
propositioned her and threatened
get LS en ssith her t.s hen
she refused. bs sastng -he'd
Let the whole house on her.

Cheerleaders
are bevy
of beauties
lo the edit'i
Where did we come up with
this sears cheering squad?
1 hes are ahsolutels
I I flit'
In all nis sears
:online, to Maine games there
has nescr been a squad that
conies dose
\‘1111
this bunch of beauties. I lies are
attractis e. imagmatts e -- and
thus actualls dance!tloodness.
thought onls UCI A cheerleaders knew how to dance.
With our great basketball
team. losal pep band. the new
look in Maine ehecring. national
cos erage in Sports Illustrated -host. Lan the 'Pit' go wrong?
I did think that the fans were
a little quiet at this past
Neckcnd's games. Now that we
base all of the ahose going tor
us. lets not get la's. Keep the
"pit- in national rankings- our
team will he there somedas.
GI .5

Seeing that his manls ego was
emasculated. he had to prose
himself a man us spitting on
her. This particular Kappa Sig
then decidLd to start a tight and
the ensuing scene was not
- melts ••.
We feel that this and other
ILLtnt ot:LurienLes should serse
notke to the fiends at Kappa
Sigma. and that the campus
maionts is not ss tiling to tillur ale

these tspes of behasior. 1 he
Kappa Sigs slit mid realiie that
people do not ('11105 101111: Ot
their immature. piggish wass.
Mask- it thes started acting
like human beings, they'd find
less ankles written about them
and more respect from their
fellow students. After all, it onlytakes a less riitten apples to spoil
the hunch
names s‘ithheld bs request.

Tuition hike not our fault"
I am ss ruing on behalf of ms
brothers and sisters of the
‘mencan Federation of State.
Counts and Municipal FmploYecs AFL -(10 Local 1/424.
concerning next semester's
tuition illltCaSt". We are the
;nen and women who work for
the Unisersits of Maine as
!armi irs. maids, kitchen workt•rs. secretares, police officers.
,•arpenters. groundskeepers and
in a store of other occupations.
Mans of us has e relatts es
attendme the Unisersits. and
• k noss hos% ex pensRe it is to
go to college
We are concerned abinn
reports ss hich has C been
,irculated in the Campus to the
eftet t that the tuition increase is
ncLessars to pros tde campus
..t,•rkers with a pas increase.
I he truth of the matter is that
the tuition increase is being
instituted because of waste
and poor financial planning bs
the uniserstts admunstration.
I he I rustces find it easier to
raise sour tuition and blame us
than to admit their own failings.
In tact. the small pas increase
receised this sear was
•
approved bs the Legislature and
the necessary funds were
included in the Unisersits.
budget.
Users das we see examples of
toolish spending and waste on
the part of the unisersus. Our
tax dollars, as well as yours. are
being thrown ass as for a
••Bla/er•• that burns fuel like
era's.. huge concrete Bower pots
to block off the mall roads.
gaudy furniture for the Memorial Union. and university cars
• Inch some professors treat as
personal property- . And these

a:(v .1 less of the more
sisible esamples.
Please keep these facts in
next bill from
mind w hen
the tints ersits arrives. Ask
sourselt w het her the S20 extra is
on the bill because of us or
be( duse of administrative
waste.
Dick Das ies

Got the .pirit.
need the oars
I,' the editor:
Who said student spirit is
dead? It isn't as far as the
Rowing Club is concerned.
Since ms letter to the Campus
of a lest. Neek. ago and a notice
in VS10 lodas. 30 students —
12 termites and Iri males -- have
walked into my Laird Hall office
to sign up for the crew.
This despite the fact that we
has e no boats, shells, sculls.
oars. or equipment; but we fuse
plents of enthusiasm. N hiCh
was be the momentum ske need
to see this endeavor through to
fruition.
Well be meeting during the
winter months to plan our
tactics for the spring when the
ice is out of the rivers and lakes.
By then we hope we'll have
acquired some equipment.
Right now we have moral
support from all quarters of the
campus. Now VIC need some
material support — shells and
oars, that is.
Can anyone conic to our aid?
Prof. Alan Miller
101 lord Hall

(
—Health Center Capsules

Senate speaks for students
ft) the editor:
Mush comment and criticism
has arisen in the past few weeks
concerning the responsibilities
of the Student Senate in
representing the opinions of the
student body.
Well. the Senate decides on
many things user the semester.
Putting the resolution endorsing
impeachment aside. a demand
for a referendum on sirtualls
ans business before the Senate
ix itilt1 has e been met with Me*,
of derision and Libeled a -Lop
out... So what makes the
resolution supporting the impeachment of the President so
special? Which would hase
more impact, be more eilectise
and benefit more people:
allocating funds to Abenaki or
soting on impeachment? Reengin/Mg a gay group or taking
a political stand?
In such a emotionally charged
Issue is it possible for a student
senator to objectisely access the
general opinion in his constituency? I believe, and ant
supported by research and just
plain observation. that a person
tends to find what he is looking
for. In other words. the
individual's own opinions may
block out and distort contrars
information. No. I'm not
accusing anyone of purposely
distorting the facts: this bias is
unasoidable despite the best of
intentions.
I hen. on second thought,
perhaps a general referendum
111101t be niore reliable? Well,

the referendum had only f430
responses: only 10.h per cent of
the undergraduate population.
Considering that, for a multitude of reasons, pt. le who
fasor impeachment '; ight be
more motivated. then
salid
Is this referendum? W at do all
the people 0, ho di: I WIC
support?
pickle.
Now vse•re in a le
Due to apathy. a refs.i tidum is
questionable and the ..enate us
sunering pangs of incompcience and guilt. Or ar.• ss e?
I like to think of ms,L If as an
intelligent. rational being despite es nience to the ontrary.
Am I and my fellow senators
realls unrepresentatise of our
constituencies? Are we merely
prancing around like silly
dillydims, out thoughts falling
like leaden farts upon the floor?
I think not. The purpose of a
government is to do for its
people what they cannot do for
themselves and one of these
supporting functions is a
reflection and socali/ation of the
consensus of opinion.
As long as the student
senators act in the interest of
those who elected them and not
for themselves we ix ill hase a
claim of legitimacs in representing student opinion. It is when
they start preening themselves
in front of the mirror that we are
in trouble.
Mark Hopkins
Oak Hall

Motor pool used and abused
I. the editor.
Whs. ix hen we are in an era of
crucial oil and energy supplies.
diies the Unisersos motor pool

Kids crave
Kohoutek copy
To the editor:
While on campus a couple
week-ends ago. I picked up a
copy of the Campus. You had in
it a couple items about Comet
Kohoutek. I brought this home
to use in my classroom ii teach
grade 4) but have since lost it.
Could on possibls send me a
couple of your extra issues? The
local papers hase run nothing
about the comet and my kids are
fascinated about it'
Manx bunches.
Evie Gibson

continue to dole out cars so
free's.?
The university cars are easils
spotted with their "U.M."
sanity plates and I can not
possibls show how disgusted I
was when I saw a umsersity car
I a ia ge "iymouth—beigel
drivitht so •th on I-45 with a
large biles on the roof.
...:ert3tnh •.oub ha thii, i% ir;
line with unisersity• policy.
0,1 outer occassions I base
frequerely seen such cars at the
Unisersity Mall and other stores
and shopping centers.
My question? Yes — who is
responi.ible for the distribution
of theso vehicles and who picks
up the tab for gasoline, oil and
the wear and tear on them?
Mash' we can help conserve
some in portant fuel 'and at the
same time keep our forever
rising tu tion costs down.
A serv

cu

neerned student

Dr. Robert Graves

Common treatment best cure for common cold
I he Student Health Ads isors (Ininuttee
has relased to Me a complaint th a t all
people ssith Lolds are treated alike at the
Student Health(etio.r and suggested I do
this Junk le int IldS.
( olds
arc slims inteLtions of the
respitanirs ss stem and many different
sit-uses ,
Ili the cause iii the infeL
All of us has e different degrees of
minnows to each %mils capable 'it s aUSIT)Lt
Ate.
5 iruses
Odd
S4 Mit:
S5 MploIllS.
primarils the noise. some the windpipe.
some the throat, while others affect all
parts of the respirators system.
We has i. no magic bullet to kill cold
y iruses the way penicillin kills strep germs.
All the medical profession can do is try- to
make you feel better while your body kills
the infection agent and adyise you on ix ass
help you body do battle. Aspirin and

compounds containing aspirin relies e some
of the achiness artd les en. I oienges and
hot salt water gargles can help the pain ot
sore throat VVe often usi.• a combination
antihistamine -decongestant pill %%Ilia
shrinks the membrane lining the nose. 1 his
us the stuffiness and helps present
ear infections his keeping open the tube
connecting the middle ear to the throat.
We use different kinds of cough mixtures
depending on the tspL• of cough present. it

Probably the most important thing we do
is culture the throat tor streptococci. You
taut cure strut) throats cotirstiff st. ithout
specific treatment, but those not treated or
inadequatelY treated with antibiotics like
penicillin are sometimes followed by acute
rheumatic feyer or glomerulonephritis. a
serious kidney disease.

a student with a cold will he
s
sent bs a 'nurse who w ill first Lb` a
temperature L heck. If the throat is sore a
culture will be done. 1 he nurse will inquire
Imo other SNIliptollts and offer medications
or suggestions on how to reliese each
ss inimine It there is a fever. in the throat
has white pat:hes in ii. or there is a cough
that is more than a tickle in the throat, or
the oilsb is more than a week old, she will
ss ant a phssician to see the patient. It the
student wants to be checked hs a ph ssls ian
the nurse will arrange it w hether she thinks
it necessars or not. Adequate rest. fluids
and proper humidits are important.
1 he s irus that caused the cold should be
eradicated in a week or less. this is
important to remember because ss whims
that persist longer than that are probabic
due to a secondary infection. like sinusitis,
tonsilitis or bronchitis. This is the time

antibiotics mas be usctul. so persistent
ssmptoms are worth has ing checked.
students want a shot of penicillin
at the beginning of a cold. This is not only
useless, it can he dangerous. Penicillin or
ant. qher antibiotic will onls kill certain
kinds if germs. leavini4 untouched a
saris-is of resistant germ•. !hen if the cold
progresses to a second. r% tritC4.11011 like
bronchitis, it is due to some odd bug and
we has s' a hard time finding an antibiotie
capable of killing it.
A word about y itam n C. Dr. linus
Pauling made a s ery uns‘ ientific statement
about the effecti‘eness of Yitamin C in
prey enting colds that oui raged his medical
colleagues. NOVk further research seems to
he backing him up. 1 don't yet prescribe it
for colds, hut I no longer knock it and the
Health Center Pharma:y has it for sale.

J
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Making the grade: Motivating factor or outim
Education is last approaching the stage
here students are crossing a line bets een
a desire to succeed and the fear of failure.
Although ['MO tends to shrug off the
pressure ot grades. many students
their kit great concern. They gulp their
meals and rush to the dorms to study. they
toss in bed, losing sleep before tests—if
the\ go to bed at all—and mans svseal out
es ery test and grading period as if %%ailing
for the Judgement. The fear of failure is
ss ell hidden in most cases. but it is there.
harshest fait is that littic beyond
to ease
tiny' is being done at I.
the pressurk and make learning an
effect is k preparators eyperienre instead of
battk against outmoded
an
.L1110.11;1. of achics einem.

Story by Jeff W Beebe • Photography by Rhett Wieland

"I belies.. in grades." sass Academic
Affairs Vice President .lames M. Clark.
"both as mot:sawn and es aluation.- Dr.
Clark equates grading to efficiency reports
01 large co! porations such as IBM, or to the
etticien.s reports issued by the military.
••1 on are being us aluated here just as you
\s ill be in the %%odd ot ssork. You has e to
rcaliie this is a real lite situation.- he sass.
Ht,S5 es er. Clark sees their greatest %aloe
remose grades
as 11101 IS
entirels . the natural reaction is to go at a
slosscr pace. Grades do serve as an
extrinsic motivating factor rather than an
imrinsik one. Idcall%. the motisation
should come Iron: the satisfaction of
learning—one should haw fun learning.
But some learning is just not fun and some
people should has e that extrinsic
motivation of grades."
Clark speaks va ith experience about
grading policies. As a professor of
American Gosernment and Polities at the
Unisersits of Toulouse. France, in 1465-tits.
he taught in a system that does not issue
periodic grades. The French rely on one
s earls exam. and Clark sass that until the
last few weeks "Students spent their time
in coffee houses, touring, and goofing off.
ssork and thes didn't learn. I
The\
flunked 40 per cent of nt‘ :lasses."
Last sear 158 students vkithdres% from
L\10. and this semester is keeping pace as
61 has e alreads departed. Kris Dahlberg.
assistant di an ot student affairs. says that
sk ithdrassals
halt
the
kite academic
prohlovs a. the main rtason. She conducts
vu ithttrav,a 1
inters iesu s vu ith Donna
Hitchens and \ Ice President Arthur

Kaplan. Asked if the pressure of grading
shows on students. she answers simply and
firmly . ••N'es. it does."
"I see some freshmen who want to
withdraw after the first week of prelims
because they start out getting "C's" or
"D's" or "F's" and they're very
discouraged and at that point are afraid to
try harder.- she explains. Dahlberg says
grades should not be used for motivation,
hut for positive reinforcement, or else not
at all.
"If one does an honest effort and gets
back a 'D' paper or an 'F' exam, its a big
risk then to try harder and do even more for
the next one. Maybe some students can
use an 'F' as a motiYation to work harder
hut I see only discouragement."
The yoke of this discouragement can be
found, but it has to be ferreted out. In Kris
Dahlberg's office, it is heard too late.
At informal meetings between Clark and
students earlier this semester, the subject
of grading, along with the calendar. Ma% in
the forefront of students' concerns. At a

..._ _

meeting for Hilltop residents, students
yharged the administration does not care
about grades. they have little recourse if
they feel a professor put them on the wrong
side of a 'B-minus C-plus' borderline.
"I was very surprised at the hostility that
came out at that meeting." commented
Clark later. Many students decried the
administration's lack of concern for the
individual grades that corner so much of
the students' efforts and worries.
The difference between an A-minus and
a B-plus. which can mean the difference
between a grade point ay erage of 3.0 and
2.8, can also make a difference in a
student's future. For example. the Civil
Service Commission in Augusta reports
that a student holding a bachelor's degree
and a 3.5 GPA or standing in the top tenth
of his class can qualify for government
employ ment without taking the Federal
Employment Examination. Applicants
passing the examination must have at least
GPA or st.1,1cling sAithin the top third

.
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of his class to qualify for a starting GS "
pay scale. The difference bemeen a GS and a GS 5 is about $11400 a year.
Cost of automobile insurance may
lowered by academic achievement. State
Farm Auto Insurance Co. offers an
across-the-board discount of 25 per cent for
dean's list students and AETNA offers
graduated discounts, also equaling abolt1
25 per cent, depending on the individual's
classification.
Vice President of Finance and
Administration John M. Blake says that he
has knovy n corporations to reimburse a
student on employment for his education at
rates determined by the student's GPA.
And then there is graduate school—and
meth,al school,An'. senior considering
continuing his education beyond college is
constantly pressured by professors and
ads istirs to produce good grades for the
ss atchful eyes of the graduate admissions
office.
Clark says coordination ‘y ith graduate
schools is one of the prime administrative
letter-grade system.
reasons for using
According to Clark. grades represent a
necessary evaluation of performance used
as an admission criterion by grad schools
and industry.
Associate Prof. John Horan agrees
grading is "not just a university
problem—since the university serves as a
channel into the job market, there are

If you want to improve your grade point average
life a little easier for its students. A statistical slut
College of Education gave nine "A's" and "13
percentage of 88.5
Stay. assay from Business Administration howeve
number of "A's" and "B's" during the last fours
Other figures:
PERCENTAGE OF "A's" ANC
fall semester firs:
B. A.

A&S
49'53
50/51
47 51
46 51
47 51
50.55
49 52
51 56

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72

39 44
45,47
44 44
41 40
38 47
38 38
43 47
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equipped kitchen And she provides very sen, 1 -, c
1,05 or how to shop read iabels, decipher c jC.."trio Instructions and a rundown of herbs and
spices for neophyte chefs. With a special chapter
on Things to Eat When You Have to Stay Up Ali
Night Studying --7'-'et Kr,kus Service
Over 150 recipes S7 95 paperback $2 95

THE COLLEGE COOKBOOK
Geri Harrington
At your store or write to Dept MS
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pressures from society as well. I he. want
to know more than just whether a student
passed or failed a course. They want to
know his level of achievement."
But these views are disputed by Dr. Eric
Duplisea. an assistant professor of
education. "If an employer wants to hire
someone. they seldom look to grades
anymore. Grad schools have their own
forms of determining interviews.**
Duplisea has done extensive studying of
grading history and alternatives, both on
his own and as a former menthe' of the
College of Education Policy Ads isory
Committee.
Duplisea claims that grades are not
necessary. "the fact that grading is being
done in no way' justifies it." he sat s.
-You ask are there alternatives. and 1
sat there are. The majority ot professors
probabl% haven't given it much thought
and if the% did they would say let's keep it
as it exists.* But the important thing is that
just about every piece of research ever
done on the effects of the grading system
indicates that it is undesirable."
Duplisea says the responsibility should
he spread around, among students.
faculty, and administration. "Everyone
involved in the process should step back
now and then and look at what we're doing.
collectively . to see if we can't come up with
some better ways of doing things."

ere to get that e3.01...

it grade point average, one college seems to be making
ents. A statistical study of grades shows in 1971-72. the
nine "A's' and "B's" for every ten grades. or a
dministration however, because it has shown the lowest
during the last four years. with 45 per cent in 1971-72.

FACE OF "A's" AND "B's" GIVEN
fall semester first
B. A.
39 44
45 47
44 44
41 40
18 47
38. Mt
43 47

ED
52 54
60 67
49 71
66 73
73/77
83 86
82/86
8889

LSA
55/59
55/60
50/57
51 59
57 60
60 68
60(.
59 6.1

Tech,
43/44
42/42
36/38
39'44
42 47
44 58
44 48
46 52

lb n

MIA
S
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ll1U11 Il a
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UtOULHO111114

The alternatives most favored by
Duplisea and Dahlberg are a system of
evaluation by written transcript, done by
the professor and the student together. and
another known as pass-no credit, where
no penalty is given for failing a class.
Some schools that are using written
evaluations have very good academic
reputations." says Dahlberg. "Some, after
a period of time. will attach an equivalent
letter grade but most don't use letter
grades at all unless the students requests
them."
This viould be somewhat akin to the
contract grading system, where a professor
and student 55ould get together at the
beginning of a semester and agree on a
grade and the amount of stork needed.
The% hold progress dist ussion to insure the
student's keeping pace.
The contract and written transcript
grading methods entail more student-professor interaction than occurs presently
vt Inch means smaller classes and more
professors. The extra cost of increased
faculty may be prohibitive, however, and
administrative priorities are set to increase
enrollment to 10.000 by 1976. making
prospects dim for lower student-professor
ratios.
Pass-no credit, which is also being
advanced as a viable alternative, is used by
Brown Uniyersity, Providence R. I. in 70
per cent of its courses. The Brown
Admission lolOrmation Booklet explains
"failure is registered where it does the
most good — with you, the student, and
not on a piece of paper in the Registrar's
files." Brown professors base evaluations
on Course Performance Reports and
conversations with students. "This is much
more consistent with the idea of not
grading." says Dahlberg.
But UMO maintains pass-fail options
should be used only to encourage study
outside a major field of concentration.
Dahlberg sat. that many of the students
want pass-fail's few options expanded.
"As far as grade pressures are
concerned, we should look at whether there
are enough pass-fail options," reasons
Dahlberg. "We should question whether
we need to adopt a policy about the first
semester of the freshman year. Maybe we
shouldn't give grades during that time."
At the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge all courses

drhievemebSnti
during the freshman are pass-fail, and the
program is reportedly successful.
"I'm a great believer in options."
continues Dahlberg. "Some students want
the A-B-C-D-E system, some do not. To me
its possible to have a pluralistic model. I
wouldn't want to hurt any of the

engineering

students, pre med.. or law
students who feel they have to have
grades, by going totally pass-fail.
"At the same time there are others who
know the% would be less intimidated. less
afraid and more open to learning, and
simply would enjoy learning more in a
pass-no credit system."
A recently published detailed study of
students at Kansas State University
concluded very strongly that grading is
detrimental to learning, despite the
motivation and reinforcement value.
"The chief obstacle to a more scholarly
approach by students to their academic
studies is their belief that they must give
first priority to the pursuit of grades..."
Making the Grade...The Academic Side of
College,Life. said that "If we deemphasize
or abolish grading systems, the calculation
of grade point averages, and their use as a
way of discriminating among students, we
destroy a major obstacle to academic
activity .••
It appears that these obstacles will be
present here at UAW for some time
because Dahlberg feels "We're not looking
at the grading problem hard enough. I'm

8

very aware that other schools have started
looking and have altered their policies
because of their studies."
According to Duplisea. a lack of concern
by the administration hurts the interests of
all. "What a waste — for the
administration to spend man-hours

studying the grading system here, and
they never talk to us about it. I don't know
that they ever talk to students about it, and
that's disturbing." he says.
Duplisca charge; thc administration
"doesn't examine the whole concept of
grading itself. They just look at
administrative ways to change the grading
and that's all.
"We're supposedly an institution of
higher education — I'm worried about
grades and so are mans students here, so
why does the administration go about
making these noises about grades...and
yet we've never really gotten together and
looked at them.••
Eric Duplisea and Kris Dahlberg agree
the grading policy must be changed. but
both look to the future with despair.
Duplisea feels '•Any kind of a move to alter
the grading system would be desirable...it
might lot he the most ideal. but I think w
can improy
Dahlberg i.grees. remembering the
students who pass through her office on
their w at ou• of c, dlege. "I'd like to see
more options opc?i to students. In a was it
kind of mak
%,•tise."
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i TOASTERS
I Coffee Makers
Electric Hand Mixer
,
I r r.:
I %.an u-p-ener
Electric Irons
Electric
I Fry Pans
I Electric Knife
Electric Blender

Regular
S14 98

$12.67

Regular
$15.99

.27.77

it

PES•ARE1.5

00

I

$8.47

Home of the"Mighty John" Pi.-za

i

r...•:...;.;,; ;:,

P.e.guar
$9.98
Regular
$22.98

I

Regular
$22.50
Regular
$1495
Regular
$24.95

e• -

- I

38.4'/7 I

$12.95 I
i
$15.98
S9.97
$15.97

Expert Watch Repair
Yc,,, Always Do Better at

is the ONLY place

to get ydur WGUY "Mighty John" T-Shirt
$1.00 with any large pizza.

It can be your key to success,
good fortune, & many great prizes
from WGUY Radio 1250

154 Park Street
866-4918

EtAmkAmf. Aon

DAYS

21 No Nom Street

ON Yoe.

1111
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Enerp conservation begins
-i

I

•

•
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anti.lpates the December
po%% Cr-usage because
to con,erye
insplemented
steps
ot the
cners...s
Si,i n• scriaie has formed an
ommittee hich iIl ser e
His !L.:\
hoard for idea.. If the Board
,st I ..'Lis:ccs de. idk', II(loll some ness
,•,,t,,.r.rriltit.! the energy. crisis.
:2,ctIhintormation to the students
act or ii" said Senate
s:ociii 1 tntK.eating .
OntiflUed
ond tunctiisn.
K ti"ssill be to formulate ness ideas of
riSti

k

rc.1(11111: ‘‘ Ill I

circulate
our oysn to save energs
them.••
NIthough mans in the uniyersity
community are busy implementing steps
necessary to combat the energy shortage.
is
some campus eritics question hether it
Dtlillesdleall. an
,
h0111:16
I
crisis.
t's...irN
net.
cosnomic professor. said ''The federal
eos eminent has mislead the American
people by its unssillingness to disclose the
true nature of the current energy
He added that by failing to
shortage
inform people of the critical nature of the
crisis, the gosernment left them
unprepared.

N:

"We st ill has e an energs squeete this
%sinter." said Duchesneau. "and it will
affect us in a number of Ysays. Among
these, gas rationing, the closing of schools,
inflated energs prices, and even the
possibility that some families %sill hase to
double up in one house to star v, arm, are
all feasible.- He said the state can not
force people to double up. but if they are
"damn cold-. they will not need prodding.

HAMBURG PIZZA

75e
AT(;.-11181:10'S
Plus our Regular Food
Specials now all during
the week

Lop.

16. A 14411

CU
IL

611=MIN...

McINTOSH
K LH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B& 0
GARRARD

GOLDSMITHS
GIFTS FOR MEN AND
BOYS
FREE GIFT BOXES

RESTAURANT &LOUNGE
POLYN: AN AMIIHCAN -

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Featuring
RUSIESSMENS SPECIAL COAIIIMATIDA PLATE
Served hem Itam.to Nun.

16'5 Lirbori Street
15:Main Street
le*'stun, Maine
Itesibrook, 513ina
Tel. 784-2919
Tel. 154-9188
3ust off exit iiirtitte. Turnpike
Just oil exit I
Bcrtgor Hours Mon Thurs 11 om to 1 1 p m.
Fri &Sot 11 am tol2pm
Surviov onO Hol.clot s 1 2 rloorl lc I 1 pm

CHECK LS FOR PRICES

-A- a
New IE land Music Co.
inrown Portland. Lewiston, Waterville

MIEN SWEAR

SPORTING-UMW
IONAMato St.011d Town

CINE.METTE THEATRES
Now Showm
GRANT PLAZA

DAILY AT
715 at 9:15

• OLDIOWN

F

I
ZZ
your

Right in front of Paul Bunyan S tOtU.
tSOUtu tY is Docked
is where
Ar
.
=MK NENI
-UNCHEON SERVED DAILY --11:00 to 1:30
ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING NIGHTLY

loom
& drink at

If a vurite

Coloured Rain
Mon, Thurs, Fri

.4 ....A 0
I

Karla and Friends

Yes We deliver!'
1i
866-311.

Tues, Wed, Sat, Sun

*TOPOGRAPHICAL
MAPS

EMERSON ST. BAN0011
Across from Pool Worm Sfor•vo

*SPORTING GOODS

I
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ALL SEATS

MALL THEATRE
UNIVERSITY MALI • ORONO • 877-7214
Direct from ifs record-breaking
reserved-seal presentation'

-rtt

CORTLAND
4PPLES
Bag

Sharp processed Cheddar

CHEESE

449C

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN DAILY R AM-11AM.
SUN 9 AM-10 PM

*NON-RESIDENT
HUNTING LICENSES

Country Store

8 oz Bar
h

A FILM FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!

Area's Largest
Keg Supplier

,e Friendliest
'
•,ore in Town

competitive
Priccrc

Grade A
Three Days Onl,,
Fri 8.00mmi'mliti.
Sat 2:00
Sun 2:00, 5:00. 8.00

*RIFLES
AMMUNITION

QUIK PlC
FOODLAND

ULL
;

A

THE SNACK
I
SHACK

Where were
,
you in'62

i i
upliAnizitny ,I._,
.w
•
OLD TOWN • 827-3850
Audienct!s are standing up
I
and applauding:_

Lak,
,
tialhie\#

41 Vt'ashingtor, Street Bangor, Nta.se
Tel. 947 - S303
ORDERS PR1PARLD TO TAX( OUT

orr041.

tfaine's Largest Ili Fidelity Dealer

. •

.
Dine In The iirrosphere 01 Ihe L
Injoy Crancsc Fo<.h.i AI its ikst

TANDBERG
TDK
SONY
MAR AN TZ
PHILIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE

THOR ENS
WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J V C
STANTON
ALTEC-LANSING
REVOX

7

i
•V‘

STEREO
COMPONENTS

1
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a member of the
Duchesneau
Liosernor's Energy Ads isors Committee is
researching the effects of industrs on the
energy crisis.

Mon. Tues, Wed.
Dec. 10-12
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WESTGATE MALL
BANGOR
947-8442

HOURS
10 A.M. - 9 P.M.
MON. - SAT.

••••

v<v\11
#

410.

Authorized sales of Marantz—Sony —
Pioneer —AR—PhiiiipsMuntz-Superscope
and
Empire—Rectilinear—Stanton
many other fine lines of stereophonic
equipment.
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STANTON MAGNETICS,INCORPORATED
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NOW *S199
CF-20O
wissette-Corder
Deluxe AC/DC
AM/FM Radio Combination

*QUADRADIAL /STEREO 8-TRACK CARTRIDGE PLAYBACK SYSTEM
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GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Watches and jewelry of all

types. University of Maine.

•
*
•
*
*

*
*
*
•
*
*
enough to serve you
*
small enough to know you ':
*
*
*
Main Street. Orono
*
*

fraternity and sorority charms. The gift you're looking for is at.
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PAPERBACKS

mill street, orono
Twin City Plaza—State St.. Brewer
Next to Doug's Shop it save 989-6870

SPECIALIZING IN:
Jazz, Blues, Blue Grass, Country, Old Timely,

NOW OPEN TO SERVE YOU 7 days a
\-

week

PRIZES
WIN A

SPECIAL

COLOR
TV

'40

Ar

9 AM-10.PM

STEREO 8-TRACK TAPES
82.98 each 2 for 83.98

Owe 13
olove•••••

Home 8 Track Stereo Unit on sale
free tapes of your choke with purchase

6
,
4 ,•.•••••

Mastercharge and BankAmericard Welcome

Load oma PRODRIS INC
41' 1 •11/1 11
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ROCK SELECTION
IN LNoe
'
THE AREA!
Used Instruments Sales & Exchaige
STRINGS, PICKS, And CAPOS Too!

ROTO SOUND—Bass Guitar Strings
SAVAREZ AND LABELLA Classic Guitar Strings

Presenting
Ova VW
Owner's
It ,:overs a lat.
Security Blanket.
..free periodic Computer Analysis. it tells us and
you if anything's wrong with your VW in writing.

TAN

Xl4 M
CF

-Tr

Vx

ARC
M+X a
DR

P
OX
X Y
X 4-- M

Mt

a New Car Warranty that r-r-svprs 3vArything
except filters, fluids and lubricants. Yes,
everything. Even brake pads, spark plugs.
windshield wiper blades.
...knowing that if we have to keep your VW
overnight for warranty service. we'll lend you
another car. Free.
.. knowing that once your new car warranty has
expired, we still guarantee Our work for 6 months
or 6000 miles. whichever comes first. parts and
labor.

...knowing that if we can fix your VW n 30
minutes or less, we'll fix it while you wait.

1011(40M 202 S/R
only $195.00
Also we have a complete line
of calculators for home or office.

...knowing that you can use one of our cars, at
nominal cost, while we're servicing yours

PINE STATE VW
%, MOWED VOLKSWAG1

307 HOGAN RD BANGOR

DEALER

TEL. 947-0121
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SHOPPER'S SP-ECIAL!

F

GOVERNOR'S

WISHES YOU AND YOURS A

Irerrzi
stinas

%ars A. C,C tDik•RV QUELla.'

AND A

BROADWAY
DAIRY QUEEN
$404nikiktrishas!

pPy New
Year

"

Bosns Mate Sanctwic.h, French Fries & Shake

Across from Bangor
Shopping Center

Take the tatnOy hah
:mga DQ Tendet
fillets breadel
ieep bred to cookie:
•
served

c.d.., •

'

We've enjoyed serving you the past year. and look forward to
serving you during the Christmas season and next year!

wr. BIALLIer tarn
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STILLWATER AVE . STILLWATER
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FOR STUDENTS

MS. CAMPt S
WARM LiNED
Here s a smartly styled
ankle-high boot mode in
Italy. This popular boot has
warm comfort for all kinds
of winter weather. Come in
and save dur mg our lepeut
of last year s sellout'

11

0.000 (An $40 nit YEAR
TOP Plan is a new plan from Life Insurance
America designed for
Company of North A
students ages 15-24. Just $40. per year
purchases an initial S10.000 Term Policy. At
age 25 the policy converts to Permanent Life
Insurance and also guarantees the right to
purchase an additional S10,000 at 4 different
qption dates [a possible 550.000 Lite iliurance
Estate! without ever taking a medical exam.

MS.
CAMPUS
•Fully Pile Lined
•Brown Sueded Leather
• Vulcomzed Rubber Sole

• BankAmericard
• Master Charge
• Standard Charge

For complete details about TOP Plan
send in The reply coupon or call our
office.

BUDGET PRICED
For Women Sizes 5- 1 0

9.99
Please send details on TOP Plan.

STANDARD SHOES
e •Downtown • Airport Moll •Broadway
BANGOR
BANGOR
BANGOR

•Presque Isle

SIMS

address
FRED W. HASSEN & SON
192 Exchange Street
Bangor, Me. Tel. 942-5276
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FINE ART PRINT SALE
Delta Upsilon

r
tilt

SPONSORED BY

Dec. 10-14
lnAM-7PM

CHRISTMAS CARDS & GIFTS

MEMORIAL UNION

LARGE STOCK OF AMERICAN GREETINGS CHRISTMAS CARDS
CREATIVE TOYS FOR THAT SPECIAL YOUNGSTER

$2/each 3 for $5

GIFTS AND DECORATIONS FROM ALL OVER THE

FRAuING AVAILABLE
11V

"ATTING
•

MAERITTE

BREUGHEL

SEURAT

MIRO

tc't
‘,
1

WORLD

WE ALSO HAVE CLOTHES. ESPECIALLY SWEATERS
FOR THOSE LONG COLD DAYS AHEAD!

Open Mon. - Sat. 10-10, Sun. 10-5
UNIVERSITY MALL SHOPPING CENTER

[ITT rule!nu
Pii

SKIERS
SUGARLOAF LIFT TICKETS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

a!

1
1

SOLD IN BLOCKS OF 5 OR MORE

UA11,11A1

ii r ii i

5

UIL4LL
1111111111LEIL
V. sowswihaspasti

at

_
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RECORD WAREHOUSE
42 ((Ansi" St Igagor

OPEN SUNDAY

it' Hifi
Ta. of ti

tickets for A LM

THESE TICKETS GOOD ANYTIME
INCLUDING WEEKENDS AND
HOLIDAYS FOR UP TO 2 YEARS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

EASTERN SKI ASSOCIATION
22 HIGH ST
BRATTLEBORO, VT. 05301
PHONE 802-251-6077
TO PURCHASE, SEND CERTIFIED CHECK
• VAILABLE UNTIL CHRISTMAS BREA

_J
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NORM'S
BARBER SHOP
thanks the stwdents
and facilty for their
patronage the past
year, and wishes
them all a Merry
Christmas and a
Happy New Year

e treet corner you hear
n on ery
Silver bells, Silver bells

HOURS: Mon.. Tues. Thurs
Fri., and Sat.. 7:30-5:30
Closed: Wednesdays
4 Mill Street
Orono. Maine

FREE

t

Christmas Drawing
Register for
Ten Stockings for Pets
TOP PRIZE WORTH $25
Sign Up
Each Time Yoe Shop
Pies: ID% DISCOUNT
ON ALL PURCHASES
TILL CHRISTMAS

liangor qet, @Tic
1599 Union St,

942-1347

one mile beyond the Airport Mall

tR MIPS
ALL PURPOSE

RECREATIONAL SUITS
Used for Swimming,
Track, Jogging,
WI% 71.1Ing,

T
1

91111111J,

and Snowmobiiing
by
"\\HITE.STAG
N JUDO.'

Orange Blossom
Engagement Rings are the finest diamond rings
in the world. Orange Blossom
makes all their rings in 18K white
Or yellow gold, and uses only the finest

All sizes & colors
in
Triple knit Febric
a 01 o's nr.
4.7

diamonds available to adorn their many
beautiful and unique styles.

- .nn
)
ek.

ALSO TANKSUITS
for
men-women

boys-girls
IN STOCK YEAR
ROUND
at

Uniform & Swimsuit Shop
7? Columbia Street Bangor
Tel 945 9813

578 Congress St.. Portland

Corsage

Musty

J4401

Maiesrir

R oM

Holly

*Wig(*gaff&

a/U.3114a Sone
Open Evenings 'Til Christmas

73 Main St., Downtown Bangor
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it's Christmas time in the City
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THE PINK CURTAIN
Bangor

208 Garland St

WIGHT'S SPORTING GOODS
NEW LOCATION AT 589 WILSON STREET, BREWER

Cornwall
Products

ON THE BAR HARBOR ROAD

Hand Crafts
Custom made
Jewelry

SALE!

SALE!

SALE

TO INTRODUCE YOU TO OUR NEW STORE WE ARE OFFERING
SAVINGS ON ALL MERCHANDISE IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

SALE CONTINUES 'TIL CHRISTMAS!

Bags & Belts

SKI POLES
Raggedy Ann
Dolls
.111111..

1

.111011P...1M11.

SKI GLOVES

LADIES' & MEN'S
TURTLE-NECK

ASPEN WARM-UP PANTS

JERSEYS

STUDENT
SPECIAL
R V•4( II

Reg. 16.00
22 00
23.00
30 00

ALL ALPINE SKIS

ICE SKATES

NOW 12.00
NOW 16.50
NOW 17.25
NOW 22.50

BARBELL SETS
TENNIS RACKETS
TETHERBALL SETS

1 II

BARBECUE RIBS

ALL NEW 1973
SKI BOOTS

BOWLING SHOES

SLEEPING BAGS

LAST YEARS

HUNDREDS
OF MORE
ITEMS

SKI BOOTS

'A OFF

GOLF SETS

ALL ON SALE

GOLF BAGS

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALLS/BASKETBALLS

MONDAY thru SATURDAY 8 AM.- 5 P.M.
FRIDAY 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.

HOURS
Restaurant &
Wagon Lounge
(next to

Airport Mall;

the Advent 201

*%Cheitty Desker
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Stereo
Cassette Deck

a.4.

McINTOSH
KLH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B &0
GARRARD
REVOX
TANDBERG
TDK (Taps)
SCOTT

SONY
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
SHE RWOOD
SHURE
THOR ENS
WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J V C.
STANTON
ALTEC—LANSING
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The Advent 201 Cassele Tape Deck is
the one that sets the standard for all
other cassette recorders. Superlative
quality. Rugged dependability. It
combines the important characteristics
of a high performance )pen-reel tape
recorder with the convenience of cassettes
to bring you versatility dependability
and ultimate performance. If you appreciate
the very finest, you'll Faye to have the
Advent 201,

With Full Service Audio Department

713 Congress Street, Portland • 145 A Main Street Waterville • 213 Lisbon Street Lewiston
CHECK

PRICES

New England Musk to.

S-8
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HPar thorn ring, ring,a-ling
Soon it will be Christmas Day
Picture & Gift Shop

WADLEIGH'S STORE
Stillwater, Ave., Stillwater-827-5504

candles calendars
gifts cards
• posters incense

OPEN

Compare our Keg Prices.

8:30-11:30 Mon.-Thurs
8:30-12:00 Fri.&Sat.
til 10:00 pm on Sun.

7 gal. pony kegs available
Bagged Ice: med. S.35
large S SO

2 bigfloors of gifts

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

.
L We Deliver Kegs!

66 Main St., Bangor
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Christmas

Celebrate Each
Person as Gift.
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C.CP

and Kissing Rings
INDIA PRINTS,
HANDMADE POTTERY,
LE CREUSET COOKWARE,
IMPORTED CLOTHING,

Campus ministry:

WOODEN TOYS

Canterbury
Maine Christian Association
Newman

OPEN 9-5 Monday-Saturday

flki Captibc,figist
46 Main St.,Orono

.1111111.
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for sound advice... come to VINER'S NEW

SOUND ROOM
He just solved all his
— Christmas Gift Problems

I
THU
1111...

YOU CAN TOO
with a BOOK from
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

BOOKS, the universal gift
for all ages and interests

1 FRo IsGA
7R"BA•
TABiwn
Lightweight 5-speed from Firestone

I

FS1Pe!?, .

H

sound

If you want more than just a DS5IC
, bicycle, but don't want a 10-speed,
HERE'S THE BIKE FOR YOU I
Features include:
•5-speed derailleur
transmission.
•Stem shifter.
•Front and rear hand brakes
•Striking silver finish
•Iburing saddle.

Stereo listening. Come in and sit down-enjoy uninterrupted

FULTURINO:
• KLN
•SONY
•JVC
•SUPERSCOPE
•DUAL & GARRAND
Turntables

•Stereo tape

•Quadrophonic Sound
• Headphones
• Reverb Units
•Dolby Systems

%finer Music sorvicos ell the
above brands In their own
modern sonde* dept.

VINER
MUSIC COMPANY

Priced right at...

OS 02 251 1 MENS
OS 02 250 3 LADIES

Fir
.,,roadsn
,.ty Banegor

PARK SHOP
1.11•11111111

!or

•

o
c,,re

$11 99

Use One of Viner's Convenient Credit Plans
20 Brood

t

clangor • Trl

947 7314

1angor
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Cops stay lehilui the wheel" despite energy crisis
by Pete Weigel
he UMO police and security
department does not plan to get its
patrolmen out of their cars and walking
beats to help sase gas and cope with the
energy crisis.
It. Bryan Hilehey gave this response to a
suggestion by Effluent Society president

Mac Hunter that such a plan would not
only conserve gas but also improve
police-student relations.
It. Hilchev agreed with Hunter about
the beneficial effects of the proposal but
maintained the loss of police mobility
would be too great. Hilchey explained that
a normal patrol shift is manned bs three
officers, with two additional men available

on weekends. Each man must be ready for
emergency calls and ambulance service, he
said.
Although Hilchev agreed the present
ssstem detracts from public relations, the
mobility provided by the patrol cars is an
important deterrent to crime and cannot be
dismissed, he said. Hilchev admitted that

methane
Chicken wastes may ease fuel crisis
Manure to

At a time w hen many Americans are
by Dave Thompson
wondering what alternatives lie ahead as
pow er anything from a gas stove to a
the fuel shortage grows progressive'spick-up truck. One man in Gras. Maine has
%orse, a man here at UMO is researching
converted his Ford pick-up to be powered
one' possible solution.
hs methane gas. the gas derived from this
Das id Bels ea. a graduate student in the
process is approximatels -0 per cent
Agrieultural Engineering Department. is
methane in content cchich according to
working on a project in %filch significant
Be-Rea is about the same as commercial
quantities of methane gas are yielded from
methane. He added that for this bv-product
an anaerobic digestion process of poultry
gas to be used to poccer a combustion
c;astes.
engine. unccanted %cater capor %could have
Another by -product of this process. in
to be separated from it through further
addition to the gas. is the production of
processing.
highly effectice fertiliier that can be used
t
.1
!
..1!1
1-3- 4 t'
to aid the groccth of most anc farm •-r,T
Anaerobic digestion is a proce—
will sick' both methane gas and
fertiliier from the treatment of
organic wastes. [he process
BROTHERS
compacts and treats chemicallc
of the.'
organic cc astes in two stage%
which take about two weeks to
‘;.•\(:liFF) I 1E.AP1
complete.
a community
.an hi i.ed •
Methantof professed
Christians
committed to
LOVE
and

Can you order
a six pack to
your dorm?
YES

Another proposal made by Hunter was to
shut down certain street lights on campus
after midnight. According to Hilchey.
however. UMO is already "an extremely
dark campus with inadequate lighting at
night.Hilches added that he had discussed
ith a complex business manager the
possibility of reducing the lighting in areas
w here the beams of mercurs -sapor lights
and street lights overlap. -This ma s mean
only two lights in each complex.- Hilches
said. "but that adds up to a total of ten and
each little bit helps.Hilchec said thermostats in the police
offices are being turned down. lights are
turned off on leas ing rooms, and that at
night onls a single light is left on in the
corridor. "Just like ecervone else.- he
concluded. ''cce're trying to do our part to
help in the energy crisis

:.01C•COGiroC.GOOrd-
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Rock Ne Roll Revival
Monday Nights
8:30-1

SERVE
YOUthi
ii education

Along with a Pizza
or Super Sub. from

SNACK SHACK
L al;
866-3118

"While obviouslc the product is in its
initial stages. I do think that this process on
a fair stied farm could supply for cooking.
heating, and poccering the consumption of
gas to the consumption of methane for a
price of about S100.
While discussing the long—range
possibilities of producing methane gas on
the farm. Belvea asserts that the purpose
of his experiments is to dispose of poultry
manure in a sanitar,. productic c manner.
It vou stop to consider that there are over
a half million tons of poultry wastes
produced each year in Maine. you can see
•il.rosing of it is itir
•;,•• !•-•1-•!•-.aid Bch

an officer on walking patrol has been very
effective as part of the Hilltop Complex's
experimental security system, but he
cautioned that this success was in a very
limited area.
Hilchev said campus police already have
taken steps to conserve gas. When officers
leave their cars to patrol parking lots, the
cars are shut off and not left idling, he said.
Off-campus speed limits for patrolmen
have been lowered to 50 m.p.h. except in
emergencies.

VOCATION CUNTER
Cor Jesu Terrice
R,v.coag R I 0

FRESH ROASTED PEANUTS
FRESH COOKED POPCORN
WITH NO INCREASE IN BEVERAGE PRICES
ze.e.e==ocycycyr.ze-Ax:

§

The Exciting Souna of

I II
Thy (trilt thing
for the
triumph of es-4
is for good men
oosvoi
to do nothinig

ntire

BREWER AUCTION ROOMS

•Liu

Household Needs--Gifts
Used Furniture--Antiques
Used Books--Paperbacks

!inn

Appearing Thurs.. Fri.. and Sat. nights

/1C( VC.ary

ftirr..rld

tl Mr. Bin
a BEEF 'N BREW
U

WI

across from UMO Park St .entrance

Our quotes are
thought-provoking
-,)c,. Call and
,nd out what
low net cost"
'ally means

•

EARCH
thousands of topics
$2.75 per page

Charles Leonard
One Kenduskeag
Plaid
305
Bangor,

Maine
04401

442-i244

Nation s most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
NOITHWE STERN MUTUAl. Oct• MILWAUla

Our research mateflai •s sold for research assistance - •
not as a finished product for academic credit

of the end of
the NOW
Brewer Bridge I

:9 BUILDINGS FULL

of ORONO

1

—LARGEST SHOP IN MAINE—
Open 9:00-8:00 1 uays a Week
Tel 947-FISfil

4111,111111801111111111111111.11111
41111411
110011611=1,

Sla
NACK SHA(

effeitaima
'a'#
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•
TAKE OUT AND DELIVER' SERVICE
866-3118
ORDER ONE OF OUR DELICIOUS PIZZAS
UPERSUBS AND WE'LL DELIVER TO YOUR
LONG WITH YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE — BEER — WINE — SODA

Pepperoni
Pizza

990

OPEN 11AM-11PM

)ELIVERIES
rt
• PM-11 PM

CAII

866-3118

THURS-WEDS

_J
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Athletic fee a a neeessitv*
•
to cover (lit ief in 46 ti I costs
by Lenny Gauvin
Students may lace the first fees eser for
UMO athletis es ents starting w ith spring
semester's contests. A proposal to charge
for athletic es ems is on Chancellor
McNeil.% desk. and Director of Athletics
Harold S. Westerman has voiced optimism
that it will be approved.
"We don't like having to charge
students'• Westerman said, citing recent
cutbacks in the university operating budget
which has e reduced the funds allocated to
the athletic department. The athletic
department of 193-4 is operating at
nearly the same budget level as in 1%--48.
said Westerman.
The proposal drawn up by Westerman
and the Athletic Adsisor% Board proposes
to charge students who either must buy
tickets at the gate of purshase a $IO season
ticket w hich w ill admit them into all
activities.
"We have not been able to keep up with
inflation." continued Westerman. citing
the increasing costs of traseling. food, and
equipment.
"Our equipment ins entories are
depleted." he added, because of the
shortage of mone% to purchase necessary
items.
Westerman noted that athletics on
campus is constantls increasing: one of
eser% eight males participates in an

athletk es ent. and women s sports is
becoming increasingly popular here. In
order to fashion a good team in any field
and to pros ide team members with good
equipment and uniforms, the admission
charge is a necessity. said Westerman.
Westerman hopes that the student
charge will raise an additional $20,000 and
alleviate some of the money problems.
He emphasized UMO is the Yankee
Conference school that does not charge
students some form of athletic fee. He also
stated that UMO is the onls Yankee
Conference school that does not pros ide a
training table for its athletes.
"Maine" has been faced with the
problem of making cuts in athletic events.
One such cut is the loss of all banquets for
the athletes.
F% en w ith an athletic fee. "this
umsersits will still be the least expensise••
in comparison to the other Yankee
conference schools. added Westerman.
The Unisersitv of Massachusetts
charges each student $30 for athletics.
regardless if the student attends sports
es ents. Vermort charges S20 and UNH SI5
for season passes.
He mentioned that students at the
ntserstt% of Colorado provide over
S500.000 in athletic funds by purchasing
season tickets.
The proposal for UMO "reallv %vast,
asking that much." he said.

Despite requests to cut down on energy
consumption. Some store's and shops
continue to display their glanng signs. As

weekly public serirce. the Campus intends
publish pictures of some of the most
it,•,,,•;
conspicuous energy offenders.
to

UM hosts State Volleyball Tournament
This weekend UMO will be the site of the
14-3 Women's State Volleyball Tournament.
The ['MO squad vvill he coming into this
season's tournament as defending
champions.
"We have depth in the squad this year in
terms of overall abilities. So I see no reason
why we shouldn't repeat as champions,"
said UMO coach Janet Anderson.
The matches %%ill begin Fri. Dec. -. at 5
p.m. in the Memorial Gym field house.
There vi ill be one match es er% hour from 5
until h p.m. Then on Sat. Dec. S. the
plav -oft matches for first. second, and third
places v.. ill he held in Lengyel Gym
beginning at h:30 a.m. The championship

and consolation games vx ill be held at I 1 :30
a.m.
Eight schools w ill be represented in the
tournament: UMO. the Universities of
Maine at Fort Kent. Machias. Portland
Gorham. Presque Isle. Farmington as well
as Bates and Westbrook College.
W ith a final season's record of 2h V, ins
and onl% two losses coach Anderson is v(Tv
confident concerning CMOs chances of
repeating as state champs.
"Its been a verv exciting sear. The use
of definite patterns of offense and defense,
plus the great degree of talent and skill of
some of the individual team members have
Andurson
made us a N InninL; tea m
explained
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Special. at... PRE-INFLATION PRICE'S

FRIES
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French fries
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Char-broiled

BEEF 'n BREW

HAMBURGERS
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opposite UMO
Park St. Entrance

only ady

FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY
Your Favorite Food—Your Fa‘orite Beverage
at

Mr. BIG
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Bears split with Vermont;
B.U., New Hampshire next
by Tom Bassols
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Last %eekend the UMO Black Bears split
a two-game series with the Vermont
Catamounts. On Friday night Vermont won
68-60: while Saturday afternoon the Bears
rebounded for an impressive 83-72 win.
In the first half of Friday night's game.
Maine was hot enough to build up an
11 -point lead behind the shooting of
captain Tony Hamlin and the rebounding
of Bob Warner and Tom Burns.
But the Catamounts stormed late in the
first half behind Terry Green and Wayne
Prehmus to cut the Black Bear lead to 35-31
at halftime.
Early in the second half Prehmus and
Green continued they're hot streak and the
Catamounts scored nine points in a row to
surge in front by five points.
Throughout the contest Maine committed a number of cosily mistakes, and many
of these turnovers led directly to points for
Vermont. Also, the Catamounts were
continually able to get inside on the Bears
and take the good percentage shot.
Vermont freshman WA% tic Prehmus led
ith 24 points, while his
all scorers
teammate Terry Green collected 16.
Bob Warner had lb points and Tom
Burns 14 to lead the scoring attack for
Maine

On the boards. Bob Warner had nine
rebounds. Steve Gavett grabbed eight and
Tom Burns had seven. For Vermont,
Charles Trapani and Joe Greco each had
eight. The Catamounts led in team
rebounds. 36-34.
On Saturday afternoon Maine bounced
back with a balanced scoring attack and
defeated the Catamounts 83-72.
The UMO attack was paced primarily by
the starting five who all ended up in double
figures. The Bears also showed more
muscle under the boards as they
outrebounded Vermont. 44-30.
With Bob Warner and Tony Hamlin
hitting from both inside and outside. the
Bears held a 57-47 lead with 9:10
remaining in the game.
But Vermont put on a full-court press
and cut the UMO lead to seven points with
2:13 remaining. But Maine wasn't to be
denied as some clutch foul-shooting by
tonv Hamlin and Steve Conley gave Maine
a comfortable 74-62 lead with just 1:41 left
in the game.
Bob Warner led the Maine scorers with
22 points, while captain Tony Hamlin had
21. Hamlin also had five assists and played
a %cry good floor game. especially against'
the press.

Tracksters lose to UMass
SAILltd.V.
the I NI() indoot tick
I .1 ,t
tc.iw lost its opening meet to a tough
UMass squad. 66- ;- 2
\tame got oft to an earls lead with good
pc: torman,es in the field t'%ents which
included a scc cep in the Pole Vault, and
xictorics in the High Jump. Iriple Jump
and
lb %%eight throw
I MO'Smi Kull\ set a new universitv
and field house record in winning the
.lump %cith a leap 4 44'4 I 2—. In
the Rile an It. detending State Champ
Harold Jordon cleared 12.6— to in. Steve
Leathe ga‘e Maine a w in in the High Jump
as he set a new nieei record clearing 6'4“.
And Rand c Beaulieu on the 35 lb. weight
throw with a toss of 49'P'•.
lhere were also a number of outstanding
indicidual performances in the running
ec ems for the Bears.

Jerry Laflamme set a new meet record
in winning the mile with a time of 4:17.4.
Blaine Horne of 1'7%10 es on the 60-vard
dash in 6.5 seconds which was good
enough to tic the existing meet record. And
UMO's Carl Warner set a new university
record in the two-mile run as he clocked in
the excellent time of

Rifle team wins two
1 he defending sew England Rifle
Champions. UMO Black Bears came up
with two more wins at MIT last Saturday.
Maine posted a score of 1079 Procidence
College. 1048. and MIT. 999.
With the two yictnries. the Bear,. ender
coach Rick Shrewsbury. now hace a record
of six victories and only one loss.

RENEWAVOUS
473 Wilson St., Brewer

'POPP) rrif).Q"
RIPCORD 1101'

Maine's Bob Warner 152! pops one over
the whole Vermont team in action last
Wieland Photo

Friday night. The Bears lost this one.
hut they came back to heat the
Catamouts Saturday afternoon.

Swimmers beat UMass, lose to Springfield
The UMO .1wim team gained a split in
their two meets last weekend. The Bears
lost to powerful Springfield College on
Fridav night. but came back to defeat
Yankee Conference foe UMass on Saturday
afternoon.
Friday night Springfield defeated
surprisingly strong UMO squad. 63-50.
Springfield was led by freestyle ace Paul
Van Ran. Van Ryan captured both the 500
and 10(X)-yard freestyle events to score ten
of Springfield's 63 points.
But the Black Bears had some sparkling
individuals performances of their own.
Prep school All-American Kevin Reader
of UMO set new pool records in winning
both the HX)and 200-card freestyle events.
Dicer Roy Warren was the other double
winner as he captured the one and
three-meter diving events. And Russell
Jose swam to victory in the 200-yard
butterfly.
Maine also took the 400-yard freestyle
relay as Mark Fitzgerald, Russ Jose, Tom
Clark and Kevin Reader combined to set a
new pool record
On Saturday afternoon the Bears
thumped UMass 81-30 behind more

record -setting performances by Roy
Warren and Kevin Reader.
In the one-meter diving, Warren
amassed a total of 278.55 points to set a
new pool record. And in the three-meter
ecent he scored 280.05 points for his
second pool record of the afternoon.
Kevin Reader set two new school records
in winning the 50-yard freestyle in 23.092
and the 200-vard backstroke in 2:13.44.
Russ Jose was the other double winner
for the Bears as won the 200-yard freestyle
and the 200-card butterfly.
Maine's 440-vard medley relay team of
Alan Darrah. Chris Glab. Kevin Reader,
and Tom Clark set a new school record of
Other UMO individual victories were in
the 1.000-yard freestyle by Tim Babcock
and in the 500-yard freestyle by Cliff
Anderson.
Saturday's victory lifted Maine's season
ord to tw, esins and one defeat. With
the NI, tory ever[Mass the Bears now have
a 1-.) re •ord in Yankee Conference
cornuctition. Maine's next meet is this
Saturday at home against the University of
Vermont.

SKI
Snow Mountain
WINTERPORT
MAINE
15 Niles south of Bangor
off Route IA

AO
ice

Follow the signs off Route 1-A. v.interoort, a tew miles out back to our
newly-groomed trails and our T-Bar to carry the beginners, ir termediates and
experts up to some of the best skiing in the region There's a lodge and snack
bar for those between-shussing moments. And if you Jon't have ski
equipment, well rent it at a nominal fee. Ski lessons available_

THE BALTIMORE IS
WHERE YOU CAN EAT
LUNCHEON OR DINNER
FOR $1.25
Open 11 AM to 1AM MON-SAT
Open SUN NOON to 9 PM

CONDITIONS PERMITTING...
hours will be 9 AM-4:30 PM daily
closed Mondays except holidays
—open on all holidays
For further information,
call 947-8733 or 223-4455

SNOW MOUNTAIN--WINTERPORT

_J
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Craftsmen attract
record crowd
i
El
-i
The Memorial Union teemed with visitors at the
' fourth annual crafts fair. held Saturday and Sunda% .
The milling crowd saw booths displaying silk screen
..1 prints, silver jewelry. iron work, leather good. rugs.
candles. quilts. pottery, musical instruments,
, enameled dishes. wood car\ ings, scrimshaw and
ti other items crafted hx Maine artisans. The babble of
the fairgoers voices, the ever present Union dogs and
1 strains of scattered musicians added a touch of
- carnix al atmosphere to the scene. Visitors bought
E''.. homemade candy and baked
t
goods.and handmade
., puppets danced for children, while craftsmen
demonstrated enameling, silk screening, quilting.
ti spinning and weaving.
Don Darrell showed a few visitors how to play the
traditional Kentucky dulcimers he and his wile, Tina
made. Eliiabeth Lowden patiently built 18th-century
style corn husk dolls.

9

1.

Bobby Ives, program advisor for MUAB and fair
coordinator said that the MUAB sponsored fair
seemed even more successful this year than
previouslx. The crowds were larger. she said.
estimating attendance at sexeral thousand. Nearly
100 craftsmen participated in the fair, compared to
about 85, last year.
She explained that the artisans' work was judged
before they were inxited. to maintain the fair's qualitx
and variety. Student volunteers put the fair together
and helped run it. Ives added.

Gary Sweatt of Sweatt & Gosbee Guitar Luthiers from
Farmington strings a lute demonstrating his craft last
weekend.

Irene Schmitt of Bar
Harbor displays one of
her finger puppets to
this little enthusiast at
last weekends Crafts
Fair in the Memorial
Union.
Ward
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